Electronic Arts Increases IR Site Engagement by 65-70%
EA has seen tremendous results since launching their IR website, including:

- Visitors are spending **65% more time** on the homepage and **71% more time** on financial results.
- Homepage click through rates have **risen to 46%**.
- **Over 50%** of site visitors downloaded the content provided.
- Month over month growth in visitors is **over 6%**.
“We inspire the world to play.” That’s the mission of Electronic Arts Inc (EA), one of the largest video game companies in the world.

“Striving to bring imagination, original ideas, and excitement to everything they do,” EA is a global leader in digital interactive entertainment. Their portfolio of critically acclaimed, high-quality brands include The Sims™, Madden NFL, EA SPORTS™ FIFA, and Apex Legends. Most recently, EA has been building deeper relationships with players, by keeping games fresh with new content and live services. This has fundamentally changed their business model, generating year-round revenue, independent of game launches.

Senior Manager of Investor Relations, Erin Rheaume, is responsible for EA’s IR site, and is the one who initiated and oversaw its redesign. According to Erin, EA’s old IR site was “outdated, clunky, and hard to navigate.” It also “lacked branding” and was “disconnected from their corporate website.” Describing the old site as “boring,” she said that it didn’t represent EA’s playful and vibrant brand. And ultimately, the site was unable to scale with the increasing amount of featured content EA envisioned for their site.

For EA, a site redesign presented a real opportunity to improve their investor and analyst engagement, by leveraging their IR website for effectively communicating their brand to the investment community — especially as the first destination for new investors. Prior to EA, Erin had worked at an agency, which gave her exposure to many different vendors, including Q4. Based on positive experiences, she was confident that Q4 would take “a customized approach,” to create a site that was built on best practices and tailored to look and feel like EA.

“I had a chance to collaborate with a few different providers in the past, including Q4, on building IR sites. One of the things that I appreciated about Q4 was their stand-out customer service. When I came to EA, I had strong opinions for our new website and absolute confidence that Q4 could help me execute on that vision.”

EA’s key goals were to create an informative and intuitive website for the investment community, with their landing page as the critical gateway to their content. In addition to increasing EA’s overall transparency, they wanted to infuse the site with their brand’s colorful and bold personality.
One thing I always appreciated about Q4 was their stand-out customerservice. When I came to EA, I had strong opinions for our new website and absolute confidence that Q4 could help me execute on that vision.

Erin Rheaume
Senior Manager Investor Relations, EA
Leveraging IR Website Design Best Practices

Erin had a vivid and fleshed-out vision for what she wanted in an IR site, and had benchmarked what she considered to be best practices in other sites. Her first priority was building a homepage with useful information, which was both clear and easy to navigate:

“This People are inundated with information, the website needed to be intuitive.” Their homepage also needed to be engaging, as the investment community’s first impression of EA and the portal to the rest of the site. ”

Erin Rheaume
Senior Manager Investor Relations, EA

This helped increase EA’s transparency and enabled investors to see all key information at a glance, with the option to take a deeper dive into the information in a single click — without scrolling or having to “dig to find what they needed.” Under quick links, investors can click through to practical supplemental information like EA’s accounting FAQs and ESG practices. “We were doing all of this work in ESG, but didn’t post it anywhere on our previous site. Now investors can find it.”

According to Erin: “When you land on our homepage, the first thing you see is our most recent financial highlights. This is helpful because that’s what most people are looking for first and foremost. Scrolling down further, visitors see the latest news, the next earnings dates with dial-in information, and press releases. If visitors are interested in viewing more, they can even see earnings dates for the whole year. You don’t have to search, it’s all right there.”

The new site design has truly captured visitors, helping to increase engagement on each page and across the site. For example, since launch, the amount of time visitors spend on the homepage has increased by almost 65% and the time spent on the financial information page has gone up by 71%.

One of Erin’s favorite parts of the new site is its historical earnings section. Describing it as “a thing of beauty,” she explains: “when you look at our recent quarter within the context of past earnings, it’s logically laid out. You see everything you need at a glance. It’s wonderful.” For investors, “going back and looking at the numbers over the past few quarters, and in that order, is really helpful. And isn’t that what we all want, a helpful website?”
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Engaging the Investment Community with a Playful Brand

In addition to being functional and intuitive with easily accessible information, EA needed their IR site to reflect their brand personality. “We are a games company with the mission to inspire play. There should be a little bit of play in everything we do.”

Their IR site needed “to be fluid” with the strong branding of their corporate site. Erin explains, “before the redesign our site looked like a different company.” She says that now the site “feels like something we own. Q4 was able to make it feel authentic to EA.”

While always conforming to RegFD, EA’s site engages audiences with their brand’s highly creative and original personality. Incorporating the brand’s bold font and vibrant colors, the homepage’s top banner confidently stands out with a colorful roster of video games image. Erin keeps the banner fresh, by regularly updating it with new photos and linking them to original content. The Sims image, for example, takes visitors to a tongue-in-cheek article about “how to cheat” to win the game. During Halloween, a playful time of year for the company, you can find animated, friendly bats flapping around the homepage.

EA is also now able to engage investors and analysts with a robust section of featured content. According to Erin: “If you poke around the site, you find extremely useful content, with a dose of whimsy.” For example, with the tremendous buzz they regularly get around launching Apex Legends, they’ve featured back-story videos on how a character became a legend. “This kind of context is important, if investors really want to understand our brand.”

They also feature video interviews across the EA team on key issues, industry trends, and product releases. “It’s important for investors to see the people and resources behind our games and educate them about the process of creation.” A recent piece of featured content, which garnered particular attention, was a video interview with EA’s game developers. Several sell-side analysts reached out to EA to say how much they enjoyed the interview. “People are watching our videos and reading the content and understanding our brand more. It’s strategic content that encourages visitors to dig deeper if they’re curious.”
Making a Measurable Impact with the Investment Community

Since launching their IR site with Q4, EA has seen an impressive **46% click through rate from their homepage to their quarterly earnings**. The month over month growth in visitors is over 6%, totaling nearly **170,000 new users to date**. And visitors are spending more time on the site and over half are downloading the available content.

As “a great first point of contact for investors,” EA’s site is now an engaging and comprehensive hub of investor information. “We are constantly sending investors to our site. They appreciate how intuitive and informative it is.” In addition to positive feedback from external audiences like investors and analysts, EA’s internal team also regularly leverages the site to access past filings and earnings information for the next fiscal year.

Erin concludes: “our IR site goes above and beyond to be informative and helpful.” EA’s site is successful because it “thinks about their stakeholders and what’s most important to them.” She explains: “Investors are busy, so it’s critical to make information as easily accessible as possible. All of our filings, along with our current and upcoming earnings are available directly from our homepage. Q4 did all of that for me (and more).”

Learn how to improve your investor relations website engagement by **visiting our site**.

“

We are constantly directing investors to our site. They appreciate how intuitive and informative it is.

Erin Rheaume
Senior Manager Investor Relations, EA
About Q4 Inc.

Q4 Inc. (TSX: QFOR) is the leading capital markets access platform that is transforming how issuers, investors, and the sell-side efficiently connect, communicate, and engage with each other. The Q4 Platform facilitates interactions across the capital markets through IR website products, virtual events solutions, engagement analytics, investor relations CRM, shareholder and market analysis, surveillance, and ESG tools. The Q4 Platform is the only holistic capital markets access platform that digitally drives connections, analyzes impact, and targets the right engagement to help public companies work faster and smarter. The company is a trusted partner to more than 2,650 public companies globally, including many of the most respected brands in the world, and maintains an award winning culture where team members grow and thrive. Q4 is headquartered in Toronto, with offices in New York and London.

Learn more at www.q4inc.com.